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Generalities
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à Capacitive coupling: spatial resolution goes from readout pitch to implantation pitch, profiting to the 
interstrip coupling that results in a signal collected on readout strips is inversely proportional to the the number 
of implanted strips between readout and the production site.

à Charge Sharing: spatial resolution can be better of the implantation pitch thanks to diffusion of the charge 
produced in the Silicon are collected on neighboring implanted strips. 



1. Stepping in Silicon: !-Rays Emission
à MIP in 150 μm is ~ 40 keV, !-rays of even moderate energy may produce an important 

signal far/near to the track, changing the coordinate evaluation. As an ex. for a vertical 
track, with a choice of minimum range of 10 μm, corresponding to ~ 25 keV electron, 
considering an horizontal electron we can have ~ 4μm coordinate shift. 

à We also need !-rays escaping from Silicon to have the signal gaussianization for high-Z. 
But the threshold is much larger, so this is not a problem.



2. Charge Sharing: Drift-Diffusion in Silicon (I)
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Drift: e/h pairs drift in silicon following the E field (v = μE).
Diffusion: due thermal effects e/h diffuse while travelling.  



2. Charge Sharing: Drift-Diffusion in Silicon (II)
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Collected signal:
1.uniform electric field
2.induction = “charge collection” on electrodes 
3.consider both electrons and holes
4.integrate in the interval [–p/2,p/2]

In principle, a more correct approach would be to simulate induction and applying Ramo’s Theorem.
However, this simple approach have been used for MC simulation by LHCb, PAMELA, …



3. Capacitive Coupling
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This can be calculated, and schematically reduced to a table that gives the signal on readout 
strips for a charge deposit in every implant strip. 
This is of course an approximation.
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4. Bonding

Sum-up all the signals from wafers, along the strips bonded together.
In principle we should have also some signal loss along the chain.



4. Electronics

We can introduce some simple factors to simulate:
•MeV to ADC conversion
•Gain
•Response non-linearities
•Noise
But we don’t have any information about the prototype, so we can use some generic and 
simple choice. 

In principle, we should simulate the injection of current into an electronics simulation. This 
would be much more complex. 



Possible Implementation in HerdSoftware

AlgoDriftDiffusion: GGS particle hits à Implanted strip signal for each wafer
AlgoCapacitiveNet: Implanted strip signal for each wafer à Readout signal for each wafer
AlgoBonding: Readout signal for each wafer à Readout signal for each ladder
AlgoElectronics: Readout signal for each ladder in ADC and add strip noise

Several caveats:
•This scheme is simple and computationally inexpensive, but suffers of many approximation;
•Colleagues from Bari have developed a comprehensive model for strip detectors several years 
ago, we may discuss this with them (I suspect is not applicable for the physics analysis); 
•We don’t know much about the prototypes, most probably we have to revise much of this 
(which ladder dimension, implantation pattern, bonding, electronics performances …) after test 
beam.


